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Abstract—RF (Radio Frequency) Fingerprinting for indoor localization using wireless local area networks attracted significant
attention throughout the last decade. A severe drawback of this
approach however is the laborious effort to calibrate the radio
map. Especially in case of environmental changes recalibration
becomes necessary. The main focus of our research project
WIPoS (Wireless Indoor Positioning System) is to solve this
problem by appropriate RF engineering and optimized methods.
This paper compares the performance of a standard leaky
feeder cable to a new cable prototype with improved localization
properties in a long hallway scenario. We can show that the
localization accuracy of the new leaky feeder cable is similar to
the performance of localization with standard omni antennas but
it has an important advantage: the fingerprints are now more
insensitive to environmental changes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RF fingerprinting using wireless local area network [1], like
WLAN, has frequently been suggested as an alternative to provide location information for indoor areas. In contrary to other
localization techniques like Angle of Arrival (AoA), Time of
Arrival (ToA) [2] or Time difference of Arrival (TDoA) [3]
our research project WIPoS focuses on rf fingerprinting in
combination with leaky feeder cables to solve the problem of
radiomap-recalibration in case of environmental changes.
In [4] it has been shown that the application of standard
leaky feeder cable is beneficial for localization compared to
standard omni directional antennas especially in the presence
of obstacles because the local fingerprint stayed more stable
whereby the usage of standard access points led to significant
degradation in localization accuracy.
Leaky feeder cables are designed to provide homogeneous
coverage throughout a building. A low longitudinal attenuation
leads to increased coverage ranges compared to standard
antennas which makes the application of leaky feeder cables
from the coverage point of view interesting. But a lower
longitudinal loss obviously results in lower location accuracy
(about 8 m at 80% by smoothing), if distance metrics such
as Euclidean Distance of RSS vales are used compared to
standard antennas (about 5 m at 80% when using 2 AP signals
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in the same hallway) [5].
Therefore new leaky feeder cable designs were simulated
and tested to improve localization accuracy [6], [7]. Finally
a prototype with a cascaded attenuation profile [8] has been
proposed which is compared to a standard leaky feeder cable
and an access point installation by investigating different
localization methods in this paper.
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the long hallway test scenario we installed a standard
leaky feeder cable (RLKU12) and the new prototype cable
(40m, centred) as LF (Leaky Feeder) installation on the
ceiling. The AP and LF installations are shown in Figure 1.
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Two independent WLAN signals on different channels
were fed from each side into each leaky feeder cable LFstd,lef t , LFstd,right and LFproto,lef t , LFproto,right . To
compare the LF installation we used as a reference an AP
installation with standard omni directional antennas (2 dBi),
transmitting on different channels AP1 and AP2 from each
side. For the position estimates we used the weighted KNearest-Neighbor algorithm (WKNN) [9], [10]. The neighbors
are computed by finding the K minimum signal distances
RSS (received signal strength) vector
hbetween the observed
i
s1 s2 · · · sn and the RSS vector in the radiomap
h
i
S1 S2 · · · Sn with the Euclidean distance. Additionally
we used a sliding window of m = 5 for smoothing the
database and measurements in the online phase.
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III. E VALUATION AND RESULTS
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To create the radio map 41 reference points have been
selected in the center of the corridor with a distance of 1 m,
namely P15 to P55 as shown in Figure 2. In order to generate
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the radio map 1000 RSS samples have been recorded at each
reference point. In the radio map the mean RSS of the signals
received from the six APs, via the leaky feeder installation
(LFstd,lef t , LFstd,right and LFproto,lef t , LFproto,right ) and
the omnidirectional AP installation (AP1 and AP2 ) have been
stored. Figure 3 shows the mean RSS along the hallway for
the LF and AP installations.
We can see that the new leaky feeder cable has a higher
longitudinal loss than the standard cable. This leads to less
ambiguities in localization estimations even if the signal of
the new cable shows a Rayleigh fading characteristic again.
But the small-scale fading effect is improved compared the
the standard leaky feeder design. The faded signal of the AP
can rather be described as being Rician faded with a higher
k-factor, due to the presence of a stronger dominant LOS
component along the hallway [11]. In Figure 4 we can see that
the improvement of the overall accuracy using the prototype
cable is 4 meters compared to the standard leaky feeder cable
by smoothing the database and measurements in the online
phase and using the weighted K-Nearest-Neighbor algorithm
(WKNN). Other distance metrics such as Mahalanobis have
been investigated but they did not lead to any further improvements.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of CDF of AP (green solid line) and the standard LF
(blue dotted line) and prototype LF (red dashed line) installation

IV. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We showed that the overall positioning accuracy using the
new prototype cable with higher longitudinal loss and improved fading characteristics increased to an overall accuracy
of 4 m at 80% and is similar to the AP installation. The
additional advantage of using this leaky feeder cable is that the
fingerprints are less sensitive to environmental changes. The
new leaky feeder design is therefore a promising approach
to improve the localization accuracy with leaky feeder cables
using rf fingerprinting. Our next steps will be to evaluate the
localization accuracy with UMTS using the new cable.
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